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Abstract: Recreation and tourism are important ways that people interact with and derive benefits
from natural environments. Understanding how and where nature provides recreational opportunities
and benefits is necessary for management decisions that impact the environment. This study develops
and tests an approach for mapping tourism patterns, and assessing people’s preferences for cultural
and natural landscapes, using user-generated geographic content. The volume of geotagged images
and tweets shared publicly on Flickr and Twitter and proprietary mobile phone traffic provided by
a telecommunications company, are used to map visitation rates to potential tourist destinations
across Jeju Island, South Korea. We find that densities of social media posts and mobile phone traffic
are all correlated with ticket sales and counts of gate entries at tourist sites. Using multivariate
linear regression, we measure the degree to which attributes of the natural and built environment
explain variation in visitation rates, and find that tourists to Jeju Island prefer to recreate near beaches,
sea cliffs, golf courses and hiking trails. We conclude that high-resolution and spatially-explicit
visitation data provided by user-generated content open the door for statistical models that can
quantify recreation demand. Managers and practitioners could combine these flexible and relatively
inexpensive user-generated data with more traditional survey data to inform sustainable tourism
development plans and policy decisions. These methods are especially useful in the context of
landscape or regional-scale ecosystem service assessments, where there is a need to map the multiple
ecological, economic, and cultural benefits of the environment.

Keywords: user-generated geographic content; social media data; tourism; cultural ecosystem
services; revealed preferences

1. Introduction

Recreation and tourism offer many benefits to societies and individuals, including increased
mental and physical health, economic opportunities, and social cohesion [1–4]. These benefits are of
great interest to scientists and decision-makers, who are concerned with the sustainable economic
development of recreation and tourism, while also preserving the natural landscapes that provide
those opportunities and other benefits [5]. Often however, decision-makers are challenged to know
how and where to develop or promote recreational opportunities, because they lack good information
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on which mix of landscapes, activities, and experiences are demanded by local visitors and tourists.
Traditionally, methods for measuring the demand for recreation opportunities involve counting the
number of visitors to a place [6], measuring the cost or distance traveled to get there [7], or surveying
visitors to learn about their preferences and the benefits they experience [7–9]. Unfortunately, the cost
of collecting these data limits the number of sites that can be studied.

Furthermore, conclusions drawn at one site do not necessarily transfer to other places, as visitors’
preferences for different environments may also differ from place to place. Consequently, there
is a growing demand for transferable methods, and methods that scale easily, for quantifying the
demand for recreation and tourism, and mapping where recreational opportunities are provided by
the landscape [10].

There are several well-established approaches for measuring recreation demand and mapping
recreation opportunities. Some recreation suitability models simply map the physical features of the
landscape that have the potential to support recreation [11,12]. Researchers judge which landscape
features are suitable for recreation, based on studies conducted in other locations. A key limitation of
this approach is the assumption that people in different places share similar preferences for different
environments and recreation opportunities [13]. Some studies advance recreation suitability mapping
by surveying visitors, and asking them to identify the features of the local landscape that provide
recreation opportunities, and then, using these “stated preferences”, they then build spatial models of
recreation suitability or demand [14–17]. Demand for recreation can also be measured by observing
local patterns and behaviors of people, and letting those patterns reveal preferences for certain types of
sites and environments [18]. This “revealed preferences” approach relies on enough data to statistically
model the relationship between visitation rates to sites and the relevant characteristics of those sites.

The proliferation of GPS technology, mobile devices, and content-sharing platforms on the internet
has produced myriad sources of information on visitors’ choices and behaviors that might enable a
revealed preferences approach to modeling recreation demand. These new information sources come
in the form of digital photographs, messages, or other records created on-site by individuals, and then
shared online, or stored in a central database, in a way that preserves the time and location where they
were created [19]. Researchers have begun collecting, synthesizing, and analyzing spatially-explicit
user-generated content (UGC) shared on social media platforms, as well as geolocated records stored
by telecommunications companies, as sources of information on visitation patterns and the demand
for recreation opportunities [20–23]. Traditionally, UGC refers to content from social-media or other
online postings, and may not refer to records from telecommunications, such as phone calls or text
messages. Nevertheless, these records have space- and time-stamps that make them useful for the
same research questions addressed by geolocated UGC [24,25]. In this paper we let “UGC” refer to all
these data sources, and use the term to distinguish these data from traditional survey-based visitor
data. Spatially-explicit UGC shared on Flickr, Twitter, and Instagram have been used to map local- to
continental-scale patterns of recreation [26–33]. Maps of travel patterns have also been created from
aggregations of geolocated wireless communications, such as phone calls and text messages [20,34–36].
Recent studies have proposed that the locations and subject of UGC may also reveal visitors’ preferences
for types of destinations and experiences [37–41]. However UGC has limitations and poses challenges
for conducting research, including issues of representation [19], lack of quality controls and data
provenance [42,43], and even intentional deception by social media users [44]. For these reasons,
testing the capability for UGC to measure visitation and visitors’ preferences in new geographies
is important.

The purpose of this study is to advance the science of measuring and mapping recreation
demand at landscape scales for sustainable planning and management of recreation opportunities.
We integrate multiple sources of spatially-explicit UGC to represent variation in visitation rates across
Jeju Island, South Korea. Our UGC data-sources include: (1) Geotagged photographs posted to the
online photo-sharing platform Flickr, (2) geotagged tweets, short messages posted to the social media
platform Twitter, and (3) locations of mobile phone customers using the Sun Kyung Telecom network.
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We compare these data sources to traditional survey-based measures of visitation rates at specific sites.
Then we demonstrate a transferable approach for landscape-scale modeling of tourist preferences,
and we compare those revealed preferences to results from a published survey of stated visitor
preferences. We discuss the data-generating processes that underlie old and new revealed-preference
approaches, and investigate whether user-generated content from cameras and mobile devices is useful
for informing recreation and tourism management and development decisions.

2. Materials and Methods

We assessed the potential for UGC to quantify rates of tourism, first by comparing visitation
rates derived from UGC with traditional visitor counts at tourist attractions around Jeju Island, South
Korea. Specifically, we compared how geotagged photographs, tweets, and mobile communications
approximated visitation at 36 tourist sites where visitors were counted at entry-gates or ticket-counters.
Finally, we used the geographical variation in UGC-based visitation across Jeju Island to estimate
tourists’ preferences for various natural and built environments.

2.1. Study Area

Jeju Island is the largest Korean island south of the Korean Peninsula, with over 623,000
residents [45]. It is a popular destination for domestic and foreign visitors. Jeju Island is marketed by
the Korean government as an ecotourism destination [46] and sections of the island are designated as
UNESCO Biosphere Reserves and UNESCO World Heritage Sites. In 2014, 8.9 million South Koreans
visited Jeju Island and 3.3 million foreign visitors arrived from international locations, the majority
from China. The average duration of stay is five days for Korean and seven days for foreign tourists.
Recent visitor surveys indicate that the most common reason for visiting Jeju Island is for appreciation
of natural scenery [47].

2.2. Visitation Rate Data Sources

We collected and compared annual visitation rates measured from spatially-explicit UGC with
on-site counts at 36 sites across Jeju Island (Figure 1). All data sources are described below.
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Figure 1. Jeju Island, South Korea. Dots show locations of 36 tourist sites for which on-site visitor
counts were compared to visitation measured from UGC.
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2.2.1. On-site survey visits

Monthly counts of visitors at 36 tourist sites were provided by the Korea Tourism Knowledge and
Information System [48]. Sites included parks and protected areas, museums and cultural attractions,
UNESCO World Heritage sites and other destinations (Table A1). Counts were available at these sites
from 2007–2014, though the range of complete data varied by site. Total visitor counts each month
were based on ticket sales or gate entries. Missing monthly counts at a site were assigned the average
value of the other months in the same year at that site if two or less months of the year were missing.
Subsequently, total annual visits were calculated for all sites and years without any remaining missing
monthly counts. We refer to the yearly total number of counted visitors as “on-site visits” (OSV).

2.2.2. Photograph visits

Flickr is an online photo-sharing platform where users can upload their digital photographs and
make them publicly available [49]. From 2005–2014 Flickr users shared over 250 million images that
included the latitude and longitude of the location where the image was taken. We queried this global
collection of geolocated photographs for images taken on Jeju Island or the surrounding marine space
using the Recreation module of the InVEST software suite [50]. We measured visitation from Flickr
images in units of “photo-user-days” (PUD), where a single PUD represents one photographer who
took one or more photographs within a given geographic boundary on a given day [23]. We calculated
the annual sum of PUDs for each year from 2005–2014, based on all geotagged images returned in a
spatial query for each area of interest. Areas are described further in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.1.

2.2.3. Tweet Visits

Twitter is a social media platform that allows users to broadcast snippets of text or “tweets”.
For this study, we analyzed tweets provided by the Twitter Public streaming API which, according
to Twitter, returns a random subsample of 1% of all tweets sent through the platform [51]. Twitter
users can optionally include the latitude and longitude of the location from which each tweet was sent.
An analysis in 2013 found that 1.6% of tweets are geotagged [52]. From 2012–2014, we collected 391,564
geolocated tweets from Jeju Island. From these, we calculated annual “twitter-user-days” (TUD) for
defined areas, following the same manner as PUD, by adding all unique users who sent a tweet from
the area each day.

2.2.4. Mobile Visits

Sun Kyung Telecom (SKT) is one of three major mobile communications providers in the country.
SKT collects and stores records of mobile phone connections to base stations across Jeju Island and
estimates the number of users per area and time period. SKT would not share further details of the
proprietary method used to estimate numbers of users. We purchased average hourly population
estimates from SKT for each month of 2014, per 50 m2 grid cell covering all of Jeju Island. We computed
annual “mobile population” (MP) of an area as the sum of all hours of all months for all cells with
center points within the area of interest.

A second SKT dataset provided by the South Korean government included the proportion of SKT
users per 300 m2 grid cell that are not residents of Jeju Island, based on the billing information of the
subscriber. This dataset does not include data about subscribers to other mobile networks. Section 2.4.1
below describes how we integrated these two datasets to apply this tourist proportion metadata to the
mobile population data.

2.3. Visitation Rate Comparison at Tourist Sites

To evaluate the use of UGC for estimating visitation rates, we compared PUD, TUD, and MP with
OSV at the 36 tourist sites where on-site counts were available. In order to get accurate estimates from
the geotagged social media and mobile datasets, we referenced OpenStreetMap and satellite imagery
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and digitized polygons to represent the boundaries of each tourist site. We used these polygons to
spatially query the Flickr, Twitter, and mobile datasets and compute PUD, TUD, and MP as described
above. The frequency distribution of visitation rates to sites was skewed to the right for each dataset,
including the OSV, so we log-transformed values and then compared visitation measures graphically
and with Pearson’s correlation coefficients of the transformed values.

2.4. Revealed Preferences of Tourists

In order to understand the features of the natural environment that make Jeju Island a popular
destination for recreation and tourism, we used a revealed preference approach [18]. With a multivariate
linear regression, we related spatially explicit tourist visitation rates based on PUD, TUD, and MP
to natural and built features that were hypothesized to influence visitation patterns. Tourists may
differ from residents in their preference for certain sites, experiences, and activities, and in their use
of social media. Therefore, we divided our measures of visitation into visits by locals versus tourists
in order to isolate the preferences of each. We present results for tourists alone because they were
well-represented in all data sources, while locals were not. This analysis estimated the degree to which
features of the natural and built environment were associated with high and low use by tourists across
the island. Methods used to create the response and predictor variables for the regression model are
described below.

2.4.1. Response Variables

The multivariate model combines three measurements of visitation by tourists into a single
response variable computed for each of 824 2.6 km2 hexagon cells that cover Jeju Island (Figure 2).
The three estimates of visitation are: (1) average annual PUD from 2005-2014, (2) average annual TUD
from 2012–2014, and (3) total MP in 2014. To estimate the fraction of local versus tourist PUD per cell
we used the home locations reported by users in their public Flickr profiles [23,29,31,53]. We classified
locals as users that report on their public profile to reside in places on Jeju Island, and we discounted
PUD in each cell by the proportion of local Flickr users for that cell. To estimate the fraction of local
versus tourist MP per cell, we aggregated the tourist proportions from the 300 m2 SKT dataset to the
2.6 km2 hexagons and discounted the total MP values in each hexagon cell by the proportion of local
SKT users. The MP dataset represents SKT and non-SKT users, while the 300 m2 tourist-proportion
dataset represents only SKT users. Therefore, we rely on the assumption that the spatial patterns
of SKT-subscriber tourists are similar to those of non-SKT-subscriber tourists. Lacking a well-tested
method for determining twitter user home locations, we assumed that every Twitter user in our sample
was a tourist. Twitter users sometimes volunteer their home location on their profile in a similar manner
to Flickr users. However, research on twitter home locations suggests that this profile information is
unreliable and efforts to determine home locations of twitter users rely on more complex, content-based
algorithms [54]. Since all three measures of use were correlated with OSV at the 36 test sites, and since
we cannot be certain which measure is best at the gridded landscape scale, nor how we might weight
the importance of each metric, we use the linear combination of the tourist PUD, TUD, and MP as the
multivariate response variable that is likely to best capture the geographic variability in visits.
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B) average annual twitter user-days (TUD)
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Figure 2. Maps show the variation in tourist visitation rate across Jeju Island, based on data from
(A) photographs (PUD), (B) tweets (TUD), and (C) mobile-phone communications (MP), summarized
in 2.6 km2 cells. For each variable, positive values were log-transformed and then binned into
five equal intervals for visualizing. Square brackets indicate closed intervals—the limit value is
included. Parentheses indicate open intervals—the limit value is excluded. Values in the legends are
untransformed. For (A,B) white cells indicate zeros, while in (C) white cells indicate no data.
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2.4.2. Predictor Variables

We tested several attributes of the landscape that we hypothesized would explain spatial variation
in tourism including natural features, land-cover and land-use types, accessibility, and amenities
for tourists (Table 1). For attributes that were mapped as point geometries, we measured either the
number of occurrences per cell or the Euclidean distance from a cell’s center to the nearest point.
Line geometries were measured as length per cell or as euclidean distance from a cell’s center to the
nearest segment. Polygon geometries were measured in area per cell. GIS data were sourced from
OpenStreetMap or provided by the Jeju Development Institute (JDI) and the Ministry of Environment
of South Korea. Data processing was done using the InVEST Recreation model [50].

Table 1. Variables measured in the 2.6 km2 grid cells and used as predictors in multivariate
regression analyses.

Predictor Measurement Units Min Max

beach area km2 0 0.076

ln(commercial zones) area km2 0 1.197

cultural sites area km2 0 0.648

distance to port (airports & ferry terminals) distance km*10 0 3.805

distance to road distance km 0 9.390

forest area km2 0 2.600

golf course (and other sport facilities) area km2 0 1.352

industrial sites area km2 0 0.151

land area km2 0.002 2.600

natural monuments area km2 0 2.600

road length km*10 0 5.143

seacliff area km2 0 0.049

trail (Olle and Hallasan trails) length km 0 10.61

viewpoint count count 0 6

3. Results

3.1. Visitation Rate Comparison at Tourist Sites

We compared annual visitation rates spanning multiple years at 36 tourist sites across Jeju Island
and found that Flickr image-sharing (n = 109, r = 0.52), Twitter posting (n = 73, r = 0.71), and mobile
communication (n = 23, r = 0.56) rates all have positive correlations with on-site visitation rate estimates
(Figure 3). Nine sites had no Flickr photos taken from 2007–2014. One site had no tweets posted from
2012–2014. Three sites were outside the geographic coverage of the mobile phone dataset. All of these
cases were treated as missing data and excluded from Figure 3 and the analyses. The comparison
of OSV ~ MP (Figure 3C) has fewer data points than the others because the MP data in this study is
limited to a single year, 2014. Also, in contrast to PUD and TUD, which always undercount the actual
number of visits, MP values sometimes exceed OSV, (evidenced by points falling below the 1:1 line
in Figure 3C). The mobile communications data, provided in aggregate form from SKT, may count a
person multiple times during a day within a certain area, up to one count per hour.
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Figure 3. Relationships between three different user-generated measures of annual visitation—(A)
photographs (PUD), (B) tweets (TUD), and (C) mobile-phone communications (MP)—and on-site
counts taken at 36 tourist sites. Dashed line represents a 1:1 relationship. Black lines show the best fit
using ordinary least squares.

3.2. Tourist Proportions

486 out of the 824 grid cells spread across Jeju Island contain photographs posted by Flickr
users who report their home location on their public profile (Figure 4A). The results show that Flickr
photographs taken on Jeju Island are predominantly from tourists (not residents of Jeju Island). In 88%
of the 486 cells with Flickr home location information, all photographs were posted by tourists.
Jeju residents account for the majority of PUD in only 5% of the cells with home location information.
SKT mobile phone users on Jeju Island, in contrast, are predominantly local residents (Figure 4B).
11% of cells with data were visited by more tourists than locals, according to the MP data, and locals
visit 100% of the cells with mobile phone records. Data on the home locations of Twitter users were not
available, so lacking better information, we assumed all tweets originated from tourists.
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100%50%0%
no datapercent tourists:

A) Flickr users

B) Mobile users

Figure 4. Maps show the percentage of visitors who are tourists, based on data from (A) Flickr profiles
and (B) mobile-phone communications, summarized in 2.6 km2 hexagonal cells. Greens indicate
majority tourists, browns indicate majority Jeju residents. All tweets were assumed to originate from
tourists and thus not plotted here.

3.3. Revealed Preferences of Tourists

Maps of relative visitation rates based on PUD, TUD, and MP show that visitation on Jeju Island
is concentrated along the north, south and east coasts, as well as Hallasan National Park at the
center of the island (Figure 2). A multivariate regression model relating visitation to attributes of the
landscape reveals certain features of the natural and built environment that are demanded by tourists
(Table 2). Tourists are attracted to natural features—especially beaches and seacliffs—on Jeju Island.
Several predictors associated with access also explain significant portions of the spatial variation in
visitation. These include the length of roads within cells, distance from a main road, and distance
from points of entry such as the international airport in Jeju City and ferry terminals in Jeju City,
Seongsan, and Seogwipo. The negative effects of distance indicate that the visitation rate of cells is
inversely related to the distance of the cell from the points of entry. Tourists are drawn to areas on Jeju
Island with established view points, golf courses, and hiking trails, and they spend less time visiting
designated commercial zones. Landlocked areas are visited less frequently than coastal sites, even
while controlling for the effects of beaches and seacliffs. Locations of cultural and historical sites do not
explain a significant proportion of the variance in visitation rate (Table 2). Overall, the multivariate
regression model including 14 predictors explains 56% of the variation in visitation rate measured as
the multivariate PUD, TUD, and MP response variable.
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Table 2. Coefficients, standard errors of the estimates, p-values, and the scale analyzed for the 14
predictor variables included in a multivariate regression analysis with the response variable as the
linear combination of PUD, TUD, and MP.

Predictor Beta Std. Error p Units

(Intercept) 7.328 0.367 <0.001

beach 45.255 15.733 0.0041 km2

commercial zones −9.707 2.557 <0.001 km2

cultural sites 1.144 2.552 0.6540 km2

distance to port −0.509 0.114 <0.001 10* km

distance to road −1.034 0.124 <0.001 km

forest −0.821 0.138 <0.001 km2

golf course 2.483 0.654 <0.001 km2

industrial sites 7.126 6.298 0.2581 km2

land 0.548 0.153 <0.001 km2

natural monuments 0.514 0.221 0.0205 km2

road 3.069 0.248 <0.001 10* km

seacliff 64.601 26.550 0.0152 km2

trail 0.462 0.095 <0.001 km

viewpoint 0.774 0.238 0.0012 count

4. Discussion

This study presents an approach for assessing tourists’ preferences for cultural and natural
landscapes using multiple sources of UGC. Geotagged photographs and tweets shared publicly on
Flickr and Twitter, as well as mobile phone traffic provided by a large mobile telecommunications
company (SKT), were all correlated with traditional entry-gate and ticket sales counts at tourist sites.
This supports and extends findings from recent literature, where most examples are from North
America and Europe, to show that UGC is a useful supplement to traditional methods for counting
visitors in South Korea. With these high-resolution and spatially-explicit visitation data we are able
to quantify the preference that tourists to Jeju Island have for natural settings and other landscape
features in order to inform sustainable tourism and economic development.

We observe that UGC can enable research on tourism by providing flexible data on visitors’
behavior across many sites. On Jeju Island, we use UGC to demonstrate how a large dataset on
visitation, combined with statistical techniques, can quantify the importance of factors that drive
visitation patterns and understand visitor preferences. We find that tourists to Jeju Island prefer
sites with a combination of natural landforms and built environments, that are accessible by road.
In a recent survey of 2624 foreign tourists, 63.8% of respondents stated “appreciation of natural
scenery” as their primary motivation for visiting Jeju Island, followed by “recreation/relaxation”,
“shopping”, and “history/cultural experience” (12.8%, 6.7%, and 3.9% of respondents, respectively; [47]).
Our analysis using UGC supports the main survey finding that visitors prefer natural places, while
allowing us to determine more specifically that demand is driven by visits to beaches and sea cliffs
with trails and established viewpoints—likely because of the aesthetic quality of these places. In our
landscape-scale model, commercial zones where shopping is likely to take place are negatively related
to visitation rates and cultural attractions are not a significant predictor. This contradicts the survey and
shows the challenge of measuring effects on the more subtle components of the tourism patterns. It is
possible that these subtle patterns may be missing from UGC. We know that the visitors represented
in the UGC are a small and potentially biased subset of the population [55]. For example, if cultural
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attractions are popular with older visitors, but our UGC sample is biased towards younger visitors,
we may not see the effect of such cultural sites on UGC spatial patterns. Similarly, while we took steps
to adjust the UGC measurements so that they only include the activity of tourists, not of Jeju residents,
this process was imperfect and could also explain discrepancies between our results and the published
survey. For example, we did not adjust the TUD variable at all, so some small amount of local activity
may be represented. We expect twitter activity overwhelmingly represents tourists, as we found for
Flickr, but there is room for improvement here in future work. While there are limits to the explanatory
power of these models, these results suggest that taken together, on-site surveys and UGC provide a
powerful source of information on tourists’ preferences and that UGC can provide finer-grain insights
into tourists’ behavior than traditional surveys alone.

This study develops approaches for reconciling the disconnect between regional planning efforts
and the underlying data on the demand for cultural ecosystem services that could inform decisions.
Decision-makers who are concerned with sustainable economic development strive to promote tourism
while maintaining the natural environments that provide many other important ecological, cultural,
and economic benefits [56,57]. Development plans and policies require information on the supply and
demand for nature-based tourism and how it trades off with other ecosystem services at landscape or
regional scales [37]. At these scales, cultural ecosystem services are challenging to measure compared
to services that can be measured in biophysical terms with the higher-volume and higher-resolution
spatial data that are produced by remote sensing technologies [58]. UGC may provide the social
sciences with the opportunity to stay on pace with the earth sciences, by measuring many more
sites than is feasible with traditional monitoring techniques (824 sites in this study), and facilitating
landscape-scale analyses of behavior. Practitioners recognizing this opportunity are increasingly
relying on UGC-based maps of recreational use to create plans and policies [32,37,59–61]. Nevertheless,
cultural ecosystem services like recreation and tourism are still under-represented in multiple-service
assessments [10,62].

Comparisons of visitation rate measurements from three sources of UGC and traditional on-site
counts reveal that UGC can capture variation in visitation rates to tourist sites on Jeju Island.
Nonetheless, the relationship between each UGC data source and the surveyed visitor counts is
unique, and the differences might be explained by each data source’s data-generating process. Because
PUD, TUD, and MP metrics are based on different forms of media (photographs, tweets, and mobile
communications, respectively), we might expect the accuracy of these data sources for measuring
general visitation patterns to depend on characteristics of the site being measured, characteristics of the
visitors, and the mobile network connectivity at the site. Generally, people post tweets while they are
connected to a mobile or wifi network, while people post photographs that they have taken previously
in places with or without network access. It follows that TUD is more correlated than PUD with on-site
counts at the 36 test sites, which are a mix of indoor (e.g., museums and galleries) and outdoor (e.g.,
UNESCO sites, waterfalls, and parks) locations, all with access to mobile networks. Other studies
that measured visitation rates in outdoor natural settings found stronger correlations between PUD
and on-site estimates (e.g., [29] in US lakes, [31] in US National Parks), while studies of urban park
use found that TUD was more closely related to on-site counts than PUD in cities [26,28]. We might
expect MP to capture similar patterns as TUD, since both values are generated by people using mobile
devices to communicate. The difference in the strength of the correlations for MP and TUD might also
be attributed to the differences in the sample sizes. Surveyed annual visitor counts spanned several
(up to seven) years for most sites and twitter coverage provided annual TUD values for each year
from 2012–2014, while MP data coverage provided a count for only the year 2014. Given the unique
data-generating process of each data source, as well as unique visitor and site characteristics, there is
likely value in further exploring differences among the available sources of information for estimating
visitation rates.

While comparisons of annual visitation rates from UGC versus on-site counts show that all
three measures of UGC are correlated with on-site counts, there are several sources of uncertainty
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in both the user-generated and on-site estimates of visits. First, the accuracy of all UGC-based
visitation rates at tourist sites depends on the accuracy of the spatial representation of the boundary
of each site and the accuracy of the geolocation assigned to the photographs, tweets, or mobile
communications. This location is typically derived from a built-in GPS and accurate to less than
10 m. In some cases, images shared on Flickr may be geotagged manually via an online map interface,
in which case the positions where images appear to have been taken may be less accurate [63]. Second,
since not all visitors use Flickr, Twitter, or the SKT network, and not all users of these platforms
or networks share content at every place they visit, UGC may suffer from an under-reporting bias.
This under-reporting can be problematic when combined with sampling biases associated with the age,
gender, or socio-economic status of the social media and mobile phone users [64,65]. Flickr and Twitter
users, for instance, are more likely to be female than male, have more education, and tend to be younger
than the overall population [66]. Furthermore, visitors may have a propensity for photographing or
tweeting about certain locations or activities [23], which could explain some of the variability seen
in the UGC-OSV comparisons (Figure 3). Just as there are biases and variability in the UGC, there is
uncertainty in the on-site counts of visitors that are collected using more traditional methods. At some
of the 36 sites included in this study, visitation is estimated based on ticket sales. These counts may be
more accurate than counts at sites where entry is free, and visitors are counted visually as they enter
a site, or estimated by other sampling methods. Sources of uncertainty associated with traditional
data [67] have been studied and are far better understood compared to the biases present in UGC [68].
Our results indicate that there is potential for UGC to inform estimates of visitation and visitors’
preferences and further research on the biases in these data sources is warranted.

5. Conclusions

This study indicates that visitation rates derived from UGC present an opportunity for measuring
tourism demand at regional scales that are relevant to sustainable development planning. In many
places, UGC is cheaper to collect and more complete in spatial and temporal coverage compared to
traditional methods for surveying visitors. UGC that are stamped with specific locations and event
times are flexible and amenable to analyses at different spatial and temporal scales, allowing for
ongoing monitoring and post-hoc hypothesis testing with data that already exist. The relatively low
cost of collecting a large spatial or temporal dataset based on public social media platforms and the
richness of its metadata lead us to conclude that social media content is informative at the scales tested
here. In contrast, the proprietary mobile communications data used here, while useful, had to be
purchased in aggregate, and the aggregation methods are not fully transparent. We conclude that
visitation measures that include all available sources of information, including traditional on-site
surveys, will be useful. We suggest that natural resource managers, policy-makers, and development
planners can use UGC to measure the cultural benefits derived from recreation and tourist sites at the
same scales at which they measure other economic or ecological benefits of the environment.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Tourist Sites Table.

Name Years Lat Long

Bijarim forest 2005–2014 33.48440 126.8067

Cheonjeyeon falls 2005–2014 33.25057 126.4161

Cheonjiyeon falls 2005–2014 33.24693 126.5544

Citrus museum 2009–2014 33.27134 126.6069

Daepo Jusangjeolli Cliff 2006–2014 33.23767 126.4250

Extreme island 2005–2005 33.24692 126.5074

Folk & natural museum 2005–2014 33.50642 126.5316

Gidang art museum 2007–2014 33.24485 126.5512

Haenyeo museum 2007–2014 33.52357 126.8634

Hallim park 2005–2012 33.38948 126.2392

Hangmong historical site 2005–2014 33.45233 126.4078

Hanwha aqua planet Jeju 2014–2014 33.43302 126.9275

Hwarakwon 2005–2007 33.24529 126.5788

Ilchul land 2005–2014 33.38357 126.8413

Jeju Chusa memorial hall 2005–2014 33.25054 126.2785

Jeju folk village museum 2005–2012 33.32252 126.8420

Jeju hangil memorial hall 2005–2014 33.54154 126.6429

Jeju love land 2005–2012 33.45155 126.4900

Jeju minimini land 2005–2012 33.43334 126.6746

Jeju museum of art 2014–2014 33.45242 126.4899

Jeju sculpture park 2005–2012 33.25366 126.3222

Jeju starlight world park and planetarium 2010–2014 33.44450 126.5492

Jeju stone park 2007–2014 33.44843 126.6586

Jeolmul natural recreation forest 2005–2014 33.43696 126.6282

Jeongbang falls 2005–2014 33.24471 126.5716

Manjanggul cave 2005–2014 33.52850 126.7712

Mara ocean park 2005–2014 33.20676 126.2912

Pacific land 2005–2005 33.24404 126.4155

Samseonghyeol 2005–2012 33.50424 126.5292

Sanbangsan 2005–2014 33.24141 126.3130

Sangumburi 2005–2012 33.43290 126.6931

Seobok museum 2005–2014 33.24487 126.5709

Seogwipo natural recreation forest 2005–2014 33.31132 126.4600

Seogwipo provincial marine park 2005–2014 33.23897 126.5588

Seongsan ilchulbong 2005–2014 33.45824 126.9423

Sinyoung film museum 2005–2005 33.27432 126.7043

Soingook theme park 2005–2012 33.29039 126.3225

Spirited garden 2005–2012 33.32559 126.2551

Teddy Bear museum 2005–2013 33.25028 126.4121

Yeomiji botanical gardens 2005–2005 33.25261 126.4142
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